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With full genome data from several closely related species now readily available, we have the ultimate data for demographic inference. Exploiting these full genomes, however, requires models that can explicitly model recombination along alignments of full chromosomal length. Over the last decade a class of models, based on the sequential Markov coalescence model combined with hidden Markov models, has been developed and used to make inference in simple demographic scenarios. To move forward to more complex demographic modelling we need better and more automated ways of specifying these models and efficient optimisation algorithms for inferring the parameters in complex and often high-dimensional models.
In this paper we present a framework for building such coalescence hidden Markov models for pairwise alignments and present results for using heuristic optimisation algorithms for parameter estimation. We show that we can build more complex demographic models than our previous frameworks and that we obtain more accurate parameter estimates using heuristic optimisation algorithms than when using our previous gradient based approaches.
Our new framework provides a flexible way of constructing coalescence hidden Markov models almost automatically. While estimating parameters in more complex models is still challenging we show that using heuristic optimisation algorithms we still get a fairly good accuracy.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Background
Coalescence theory provide a very powerful framework for genetics modelling and inference, and the coalescence process with recombination underlies many important analysis tools. Drawing inference from sequences with recombination, however, often involves integrating over all possible ancestries, modelled as the socalled ancestral recombination graph (ARG), a process that rarely scales to more than a few, short sequences due to the complexity and state space size of the ARG. To alleviate this, the sequential Markov coalescence approximation assumes that statistical dependencies between local genealogies are Markov (McVean and Cardin, 2005; Marjoram and Wall, 2006; Chen et al., 2009; Hobolth and Jensen, 2014) .
In recent years a number of inference tools have been developed based on combining the sequential Markov coalescence with hidden Markov models, constructing so-called coalescence hidden Markov models or CoalHMMs, that have been constructed for the inference of speciation times (Hobolth et al., 2007; Dutheil et al., 2009; Mailund et al., 2011) , gene-flow patterns (Steinrücken et al., 2013; , changing population sizes (Li and Durbin, 2011; Sheehan et al., 2013; Schiffels and Durbin, 2014) or inference of recombination patters (Munch et al., 2014) and have been used in a number of whole genome analyses (Locke et al., 2011; Scally et al., 2012; Prado-Martinez et al., 2013; Prüfer et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2012) . These models exploit that even a very small sample of full genomic sequences holds a wealth of information about the sample's ancestry: Loci sufficiently far apart in the genome can, because of recombination in the sample's history, be considered essentially independent samples from the underlying sample populations.
The crux of constructing a CoalHMM is describing the probability of transitioning from one local genealogy along a sequence alignment to the next in terms of the underlying population genetics parameters of interest. This is typically done either by considering the probability of changing to a new genealogy conditional on a current one (Hobolth and Jensen, 2014; Li and Durbin, 2011) or by considering the joint distribution of two neighbouring trees (Dutheil et al., 2009; Mailund et al., 2011) . In either case it involves the explicit enumeration of all possible genealogies and a set of formulas for each possible transition. The formulas for transition probabilities, however, are very similar for transitions between similar genealogies and so constructing these formulas can be somewhat automated .
Below we give a short introduction to the essentials of coalescence theory and coalescent hidden Markov models for inference of demographic parameters and in Section 3 we describe a new framework we have developed that makes it simple to construct so-called isolation-with-migration demographic models for analysis of pairwise alignments. This framework is similar to a more general framework for larger sample sizes but automates much of the model specification. The new framework is available under open source licence GPLv2 at https://github.com/mailund/IMCoalHMM.
Coalescence processes
Coalescence theory (Hein et al., 2005) describes the ancestry of a sample of present day genes and gives probabilities to all the possible genealogies that could have created the variation seen in the samples. The typical description of the coalescence model is as a continuous time Markov process running backwards in time, describing the various events that could have occurred in the past. An outcome of such a process is a tree-genealogy where inner nodes correspond to where two lineages find their most recent common ancestor. The time-depths of these nodes, and thus the branch lengths of the tree, are given by the rate of coalescence, a parameter that is determined by the size of the population the samples are taken from.
Extended with recombination, each lineage can also split into two. At a recombination event a lineage is split into a left and a right segment that then evolve back in time as two independent lineages. The outcome of this process is no longer a tree but a directed acyclic graph called the ancestral recombination graph or ARG (see Fig. 1A ). While not a tree itself, the ARG represents a set of trees since at each position along the sample sequences a single tree describes the genealogy at that position (see Fig. 1B ). At positions where a recombination has occurred the tree to the left and to the right of the recombination position can be different. The probability density over all possible ARGs thus also provides a joint probability for all the corresponding local tree-genealogies.
Structured populations can be modelled by assigning lineages to different populations, allow migration events to move lineages from one population to another, and only allow lineages to coalesce when within the same population. Population splits or admixing can be added simply by setting populations to be equal or randomly assigning lineages with one label to two or more new population labels.
Mutations on lineages can also be considered events that can occur as the process runs back in time, but typically mutations are put on the coalescence tree or ARG after it is simulated. There, the mutations can simply be put on the genealogy as a Poisson process or be put on inner nodes using a substitution model. The latter approach makes it possible to sum over all possible sequences at internal nodes using standard methods such as Felsenstein's peeling algorithm (Felsenstein, 1981) and this way obtain a joint probability distribution for the sequences at the leaves, i.e. the present day samples. This distribution depends only on the local tree-genealogies induced by the ARG since the possible nucleotides at any given position only depends on the tree for that given position.
If we denote by Â the relevant parameters for the coalescence process, e.g. coalescence rates, migration rates, recombination rates and mutation rates, we can let f (G | Â) denote the probability density for the process producing the specific genealogy G and let f (A | G, Â) denote the probability that putting mutations on genealogy G produces the aligned samples A. Typically the latter only depends on the mutation rate while the former is independent of the mutation rate but depends on rates (migration, recombination etc.) and time units (e.g. times where a population split apart or migration between two populations happend). These latter parameters can be expressed in time units of mutations, in essence setting = 1, so we can simplify the two densities to just f (G | Â) and f (A | G).
For demographic inference it is the parameters Â that are of interest rather than the actual underlying genealogy which is considered a nuisance parameter to be integrated out to get the likelihood
This integral over all possible genealogies is generally not efficiently computable and must either be approximated through sampling approaches or by approximating the coalescence process with a simpler model where the integral can be computed. The latter is the approach taken with coalescence hidden Markov models.
Coalescence hidden Markov models
The key approximation in CoalHMMs is assuming that the distribution of local genealogies along an alignment is Markov in the sense that when moving from one tree to another across a recombination point, the next tree depends only on the current tree and not any others. By approximating the distribution of local genealogies by a Markov chain the probability of the full genealogy reduces to specifying the joint probability of two neighbouring genealogies (which might be identical genealogies, e.g. if there is no recombination between them). Let denote the "left" genealogy and r the "right" genealogy and J Â ( , r) their joint density. Then the "transition density" T Â (r| ) is given simply by
where we define
as the marginalisation over all possible right genealogies and thus the likelihood for just seeing the left genealogy.
If our data A consists of L nucleotides then the underlying genealogy G consists of L local trees
The alignment probability given these local genealogies separates into probabilities for the individual nucleotides so if A i denotes the i'th column in the alignment then
where E(A i | G i ), the "emission probability", is the probability that the A i column was produced by tree G i and can be computed using the peeling algorithm.
In order to integrate over all genealogies we further approximate by discretising the possible time points where inner nodes can be found in the trees. We split the possible coalescence times into n intervals and place all events in the same interval at a single time point. This reduces the space of possible genealogies to a finite set that can be explicitly summed over, so
This equation takes the form of a hidden Markov model (Rabiner, 1989) where the sequence A 1 , . . ., A L is the observable sequence and G 1 , . . ., G L the hidden Markov sequence. There is an exponential number of genealogies this way but by rearranging the sum and using dynamic programming in what is known as the Forward algorithm it can be computed in time O(N 2 L) where L is the sequence length and N the number of possible genealogies. In the framework we describe in this paper we always consider pairwise alignments so a local genealogy consists simply of a coalescence time and with n time intervals there are n possible genealogies, and thus the likelihood of a demographic model can be computed in O(n 2 L) running time using a CoalHMM, once J Â ( , r) is specified.
In practise we can exploit repetitions in the alignment to reduce it further and in our framework we use the ZipHMM library (Sand et al., 2013 ) that lets us compute the likelihood of an entire genome alignment in a a few seconds to a few minutes depending on how finely we discretise time. For this library we simply need to specify the hidden Markov model using the transition matrix T Â (r| ) which we compute using J Â ( , r) and the emission matrix E(A i | G i ) which we compute using a Jukes-Cantor substitution model (Jukes and Cantor, 1969) , where it is simply determined by the coalescence time of the G i genealogy. The way our new framework makes it almost automatic to compute J Â ( , r) is described in Section 2.
Parameter inference
Previous versions of our CoalHMM framework used the Nelder-Mead method (Nelder and Mead, 1965) , or downhill simplex method, to estimate the parameter set for a CoalHMM by maximising the log-likelihood values calculated from the Forward algorithm. This optimisation method was developed by John Nelder and Roger Mead in 1965 as a technique to minimise an objective function in a many-dimensional space. In the context of CoalHMM, If these test points do not improve the overall score of the simplex, then it shrinks around the point pmax with the highest score.
each dimension corresponds to a model parameter. CoalHMM infers parameters using maximum likelihood estimations, so the scores returned from its objective function simply correspond to the negated log-likelihood values.
The Nelder-Mead method is an iterative process that continually refines a simplex, which is a polytope of D + 1 vertices in D dimensions. During each iteration, the objective function is evaluated to determine a score at each point in the simplex (see Fig. 2 ). The point p min with the lowest score is reflected through the centroid of the remaining vertices to point p r . If the score at p r is neither the highest nor the lowest score, then p r is used in place of p min to form the simplex for the next iteration. If the score at p r is the highest score in the simplex, then this reflected point is expanded away from the centroid to p e and used in place of p min to form the next simplex. If the score at p r is still the lowest score, then p r is contracted toward the centroid to point p c . If the score at p c is no longer the lowest score, then it is used to replace p min to form the next simplex. Otherwise, all points in the simplex shrink around the point p max with the highest score. This process continues until the simplex collapses beyond a predetermined size, a maximum length of time expires, or a maximum number of iterations is reached.
The amount of effect these possible actions have on the simplex is controlled by supplying to the algorithm coefficients for reflection , expansion , contraction , and shrinkage . Standard values are = 1, = 2, = 1/2, and = 1/2 (Baudin, 2009); but fine-tuning these coefficients has the potential to improve the performance of the algorithm.
Genetic algorithms
A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a type of evolutionary algorithm. This optimisation technique gained popularity through the work of John Holland in the early 1970s (Holland, 1992) . It operates by encoding potential solutions as simple chromosome-like data structures and then applying genetic alterations to those structures. Over many iterations, its population of chromosomes evolves toward better solutions, which it determines based on fitness values returned from an objective function. The algorithm typically terminates when the diversity of its population reaches a predetermined minimum, a maximum length of time expires, or a maximum number of iterations has completed.
GAs typically operate in three phases: Selection, Crossover, and Mutation (see Fig. 3 ). Selection determines a subset of a population what will breed the next generation of individuals, and a variety of selection schemes exist. In one scheme, Roulette Wheel Selection (RWS) (Goldberg, 1989) , the algorithm selects individuals based on their relative fitness within the population; the probability p i of selecting an individual i is given by p i = f i / N j=1 f j , where f i is the fitness of the individual and N is the population size. While RWS works by repeatedly sampling the population, a variation of RWS, Fig. 3 . In one iteration of the genetic algorithm's evolution, it operates in three stages: Selection, where it chooses a relatively fit subset of individuals for breeding; Crossover, where it recombines pairs of breeders to create a new population; and Mutation, where it potentially modifies portions of new chromosomes to help maintain the overall genetic diversity. Arrows in the diagram indicate transitions into the next genetic operation within one generation.
Stochastic Universal Sampling (SUS) (Baker, 1987) , uses a single random value to sample all breeders by choosing them at evenly spaced intervals; this gives less fit individuals a greater chance to breed. RWS and SUS are both examples of fitness proportionate selection, but other selection schemes are based only on rank, and these are particularly beneficial when the lower and upper bounds of a fitness function are hard to determine. For example, in Tournament Selection (Miller et al., 1995) , the algorithm selects an individual with the highest fitness value from a random subset of the population.
Crossover is a genetic operation used to combine pairs of individuals previously selected for breeding the following generation, and like Selection, several Crossover schemes exist. In One Point Crossover, the algorithm chooses a single point on both parents' chromosomes, and it forms the child by concatenating all data prior to that point from the first parent with all data after that point from the second parent. In Two Point Crossover, the algorithm instead chooses two points, which splits the parents' chromosomes into three regions; the algorithm then forms the child by concatenating the first region from the first parent, the second region from the second parent, and the third region from the first parent. While nature serves as the inspiration for One and Two Point Crossover, Uniform Crossover (Syswerda, 1989) has no such biological analogue. In Uniform Crossover, each position on the child's chromosome has equal opportunity to inherit its data from either parent.
Mutation is the third phase in many GAs. Every position on every chromosome has a certain probability to mutate, which helps the population maintain or even improve its genetic diversity. Several variants of this technique exist. In Uniform Mutation (Michalewicz, 1996) , when a position mutates, the algorithm replaces its value with a new value, chosen at random, between a predetermined lower and upper bound. In another variant, Gaussian Mutation (Deb, 2001) , when a position mutates, its current value increases or decreases based on a Gaussian random value.
Particle swarm optimisation
Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) is another type of heuristic based search algorithm. Eberhart and Kennedy first discovered and introduced this optimisation technique through simulation of a simplified social model in 1995 (Eberhart and Kennedy, 1995) . Similar to GAs, PSOs are highly dependent on stochastic processes. Each individual in a PSO population maintains a position and a velocity as it flies through a hyperspace in which each dimension corresponds to one position in an encoded solution. Each individual contains a Fig. 4 . Three vectors applied to a particle at position x i in one iteration of a Particle Swarm Optimisation: a cognitive influence urges the particle toward its previous best p i , a social influence urges the particle toward the swarm's previous best pg, and its own velocity v i provides inertia, allowing it to overshoot local minima and explore unknown regions of the problem domain. current position, which evaluates to a fitness value. Each individual also maintains its personal best position p i and tracks the global best position p g of the swarm (see Fig. 4 ). The former encapsulates the cognitive influence, and the latter encapsulates the social influence. A PSO works as an iterative process. After each iteration, the algorithm adjusts the position of each individual based on its knowledge of p i and p g . This adjustment is analogous to the crossover operation used by GAs. The inertia of an individual, however, allows it to overshoot local minima and explore unknown regions of the problem domain.
In PSO, we represent the position of the ith particle as x i = (x i,1 ,
, where D is the number of dimensions in the parameter space. We represent the particle's previous position with its best fitness as
. During each iteration, the algorithm adjusts the velocity v and position x according to the following equations:
where r p and r g are two random values between zero and one, and p and g are two positive constants representing cognitive and social influences. As Shi and Eberhart demonstrated (Shi and Eberhart, 1998) , it can be beneficial to include a constant ω, which helps balance the global and local search forces. This term directly affects the inertia of the particle.
Methods
We first describe how our framework supports constructing CoalHMMs for pairwise alignments and then the algorithms we have implemented for parameter estimation.
Framework for CoalHMMs for pairwise alignments
Our framework builds the joint probability distribution J Â ( , r) by tracking all possible states of the coalescence process for two samples with two nucleotides similar to our previous work . Demographic scenarios are specified by slicing the past into a number of "epochs" where each such has a fixed number of populations and a fixed number of constant rates with which events occur. Within each epoch we construct the state space of all possible configurations within the demographic model of the epoch and construct a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC). Finally we stack these CTMCs on top of each other to get The parameters are the time points where the system switches between the epochs, the coalescence and recombination rates (assumed to be the same in all populations) and a symmetric migration rate during the migration epoch. The time point t1, t2, . . ., t6 illustrates a possible discetisation of time into the intervals that becomes the states of the hidden Markov model. a coalescence process for the two samples for all the combined epochs and from this compute the joint probabilities of which intervals the left and right nucleotides will coalesce in.
As an example, consider the Isolation with Initial Migration (IIM) model from and shown in Fig. 5 . This model has three epochs. From the most recent to the most ancient these are (1) and epoch with complete isolation where lineages in the two populations can never coalesce, (2) an epoch with population structure where there are two distinct populations but where lineages can migration between them, and finally (3) an epoch with a single ancestral population.
The first epoch allows lineages to recombine and coalesce within each population but does not allow migrations. In this time period it is not possible for the two samples to find a common ancestor. In the migration period, lineages can cross from one population to another and coalesce into a common ancestor. In the final epoch the lineages can coalesce and find common ancestors freely. To build a CoalHMM for this demographic model it is necessary to build CTMCs for the three epochs, combine them to build a model for the entire demographic past and then use this model to specify the joint probability J Â ( , r).
Building continuous time Markov chains
To track the possible histories within an epoch we explicitly construct the state space of the two-locus coalescence process; an approach taken in several earlier papers (Slatkin and Pollack, 2006; Simonsen and Churchill, 1997; Mailund et al., 2011; Hobolth and Jensen, 2014) . Since explicitly enumerating all states and transitions is both tedious and error-prone we avoid this by letting the computer enumerate all states in a transition system. The states and transitions are defined as in our previous IIM paper but repeated below for completeness of this paper.
We represent lineages at a single nucleotide as sets. The sets 1 and 2 denote sequences 1 and 2 before they have found a common ancestor while 1, 2 denote a lineage ancestral to both. We then model two neighbouring nucleotides as pairs of such states, so e.g. 1, 2 , 1 denote a lineage where the left nucleotide has found a common ancestor between sample 1 and 2 and is linked on the right to a nucleotide from the sequence 1, which has not found a common ancestor with sequence 2. To assign lineages to species, we pair them again, and let [1, (l, r)] denote that lineage (1,({1},{1}) ), (2,({2},{2}))} that through a recombination transition (R) moves to {(1,({1},{1})), (2,({2},Ø)), (2,(Ø,{2}))}. The system now moves from its isolation epoch to its migration epoch and the next event is a migration event (M) that changes the state to {(1,({1},{1})), (1,({2},Ø)), (2,(Ø,{2}))} followed by a coalescence event (C) and the state {(1,({1,2},{1})), (2,(Ø,{2}))}. Now the system moves to the ancestral population epoch where this state is projected to the state {(a, ({1, 2}, {1})), (a,(Ø,{2}))} and the final event is a coalescence event changing the state to {(a, ({1, 2}, {1, 2}))}.
(l, r) is in population 1. A state in the CTMC corresponds to a set of such lineages assigned to species.
We define the following transitions of states:
where S denotes the set of other lineages in the state. When migration is not allowed in the epoch, as in the first epoch in the IIM model, we simply leave that transition out of the transition system when computing the state space. Fig. 6 shows and example of a run in this transition system specified for the IIM model.
As the initial state of the system, we use the state where sequence 1 is in population 1, sequence 2 is in population 2, and both sequences have their left and right nucleotides linked, 1, 1 , 1 , 2, 2 , 2 , and we then compute a graph of all states reachable from this state through the transitions above, labelling each edge with the kind of transformation (coalescence, recombination or migration). From this state space we construct a rate matrix for the CTMC by first assigning a number to each state, and then setting rates (from our parameters Â) in the matrix in entries corresponding to edges in the graph. This is translated into an instantaneous rate matrix for the CTMC by setting all diagonal cells to minus the row sum. The result is a rate matrix for the CTMC, Q, such that Q x,y is the instantaneous rate of moving from state x to state y. From CTMC theory the probability of moving from state x to state y in time t is then given by e Qt x,y where e Qt is matrix exponentiation (Moler and Van Loan, 2003) . For each time interval i in the CoalHMM we let Q i denote the rate matrix of that interval. For intervals in the same epoch these will of course share the rate matrix but not necessarily the probability matrix for moving from one state to another when going through Estimates for the isolation model from three optimisation algorithms. All three optimisers recover the simulated parameters, shown as dashed horizontal lines, reasonably well but with a higher variance for the Nelder-Mead optimiser. The estimates of the recombination rate are downwards biased, an effect we have previously observed and speculate is a consequence of the Markov assumption the interval since the intervals do not necessarily have the same length.
Computing joint probabilities
To compute the J Â ( , r) probabilities we use ideas from Mailund et al. (2011) . Since coalescence times are discretised in time intervals we use J Â ( = i, r = j) to mean that the left nucleotide coalesced in interval i and the right nucleotide in interval j. For this to be the case, and assuming interval i is earlier than interval j, neither left nor right nucleotide can have found a common ancestor between the two samples when entering interval i, the left but only the left must have when leaving interval i and this must remain the case until entering interval j, and when leaving interval j both left and right nucleotides must have found common ancestors for the two samples.
Regardless of the state space for the epoch CTMC we can always split the states into four non-overlapping (but possibly empty) sets: B: the "beginning states" where neither nucleotides have found common ancestors, L: the "left states" where the left nucleotides but not the right nucleotides have found a common ancestor, R: the "right states" where the right nucleotides but not the left nucleotides have found a common ancestor, and E: the "end states" where both nucleotides have found common ancestors. In terms of these sets we can reformulate the conditions for J Â ( = i, r = j) as follows: when entering interval i we must be in a state in B but when leaving interval i we must be in a state in L and we must remain in L until we enter interval j and leave interval j in a state in E. It is straightforward to identify which of these sets each state belongs to and our framework does this automatically regardless of the epochs specification. We will use sub-scripts to indicate which interval and thus epoch the sets are associated with, so B i , L i , R i and E i are the sets for interval i.
Let T i denote the probability transition matrix for changing states when going through interval i as computed from the matrix exponentiation of the rate matrix for the epoch of the interval T i = e Q i t i where t i is the length of interval i. Since the state space in interval i and interval i + 1 are not necessarily the same -if the intervals are from different epochs they might not be -we use the convention that the rows of T i are indexed with the state space for interval i and the columns with the state space for interval i + 1; the starting states for T i are from the CTMC for interval i but the end states are from the CTMC for interval i + 1. This makes it possible to always multiply together T matrices from adjacent intervals. When two adjacent intervals are from the same epoch, then T i is specified just from the matrix exponentiation, but when the interval i is from one epoch and i + 1 from another, with a different state Fig. 8 . Estimates for the isolation with initial migration model from all three optimisation algorithms. With more parameters to estimate, the variance in the estimates goes up as expected. The parameters are still reasonably well estimated for the two heuristic optimisers, especially for the particle swarm optimiser, but less so for the Nelder-Mead optimiser.
Fig. 9.
Estimates for the isolation with initial migration model three epochs: One isolation epoch, one migration epoch and one ancestral epoch. This corresponds to the IIM model except that the coalescence rate is not assumed to be the same in all epochs. Again we see a failure for the Nelder-Mead to recover these parameters, and the last coalescence rate is not well estimated. The particle swarm optimiser performs the best among three optimisers.
space, a projection matrix is necessary. Such a matrix specifies how states in one CTMC correspond to states in another and by placing 1s in the relevant entries in a matrix P the T i matrix is computed simply as T i = e Q t i · P. In the case of the IIM model, moving from the isolation epoch to the migration epoch, lineages are mapped directly as (l, r) ] since the lineages in the individual populations are the same; the state space is just larger when migration is allowed. For going from the migration epoch into the ancestral population both population p 1 and p 2 are simply mapped to the ancestral population p A :
. We refer to the documentation in the framework for details on this and more complex projections. Let U i denote the transition matrix for going from time zero until the start point of interval i. This can be computed from the U 1 matrix for getting from time zero to the first interval and T j matrices for
If the first interval starts at time zero, U 1 will just be the identity matrix. If it is not possible to coalesce for a certain time, as in the 1 In the actual implementation, intervals are indexed from zero and U 1 is called U 0 but we have chosen to index from 1 in the explanation of the algorithm here.
IIM model where the lineages are isolated until migration becomes possible, then the first interval starts later than time zero and U 1 is used to address this. In the IIM U 1 is computed by exponentiating the rate matrix from the isolation model multiplied with the isolation time. Finally, let B i,j for i < j denote the probability matrix for going from the beginning of interval i to the end of interval j. This can be computed as
For computing J Â ( = i, r = j) there are three cases: i = j, i < j and i > j. All can be computed using the matrices defined above. Let Ã denote the initial state for the coalescence system at time zero. For the IIM this would be the two lineages in separate populations. For i = j we have
with a special case for the last interval
with again a special case for the last interval
Since the coalescence process is symmetric in left and right we can simply compute the cases for j < i as J Â ( = i, r = j) = J Â ( = j, r = i).
To specify a CoalHMM in our framework it is only necessary to specify the T i and U 1 matrices. Mostly this is a simple case of exponentiating rate matrices and specifying projections when moving between epochs.
Optimisation algorithms
We have enhanced our framework by incorporating two heuristic based optimisation algorithms. In both algorithms, the fitness of an individual solution is the negated log-likelihood values computed from the Forward algorithm from the CoalHMM.
Genetic algorithm optimiser
A GA optimiser in the CoalHMM framework initiates its first generation of individuals by uniformly selecting parameters within predetermined ranges. The GAs use population sizes of 100. Small Fig. 10 . Estimates for the isolation with initial migration model six epochs. Results are similar to the three epochs model. We see a failure to recover most of the parameters from the Nelder-Mead. We see some suboptimal results for the last two coalescence rates and second migration rate from the genetic algorithm. We see the best accuracy from the particle swarm.
populations lose genetic diversity quickly, while large populations result in better accuracy at the cost of increased running time. For our models, population sizes greater than 100 did not offer significant improvement. To form the breeding pool, we use Tournament Selection with a selection rate of 75% of the population size with tournament sizes of 10. We use a rank-based selection scheme because the lower and upper bounds of the fitness are unknown beforehand and differ from model to model; in order to use fitness proportionate selection, we would need an initial phase to estimate the fitness range. We then use One Point Crossover to Fig. 11 . Estimates for the isolation with initial migration model nine epochs. Results are similar to the three epochs and the six epochs models. We see a failure to recover most of the parameters from the Nelder-Mead. We see some suboptimal results for the late coalescence rates and migration rates from the genetic algorithm. We see the best accuracy from the particle swarm.
combine two breeders and generate individuals for the next generation. We chose this simple crossover scheme because other complex schemes failed to produce improved results. To help genetic diversity in a population, we apply point mutations at a rate of 15% and use Gaussian Mutation with N( = 0, = 0.01). This relatively high point mutation rate is balanced by the relatively low ; this configuration is suitable for our problem space, which consists of short chromosomes encoded with real numbers.
Particle swarm optimiser
Our framework also provides a PSO optimiser. Each model parameter corresponds to a dimension in the solution space. The   Fig. 12 . Estimation accuracy with variable data sizes. For some of the parameters we see a reduction in the estimation variance with more data, but less than one would have hoped for a factor of more than three increase in alignment length.
optimiser initialises particle velocities from uniform random values within a range of 2% of the predetermined range for each parameter. During each iteration, we update the velocities of each particle using coefficients determined from trial and error. For the inertial coefficient, we use ω = 0.9; i.e. a 10% decay in velocity if the particle is not affected by other forces. For the cognitive and social coefficients, we use p = 0.3 and g = 0.1, respectively. Larger values for had the tendency to accelerate the particles beyond acceptable ranges. Similar to our GA performance, we found population sizes greater than 100 did not significantly improve the performance, but they did dramatically increase the time required for the swarm to converge.
Simulated data
We use the program ms to generate ancestral recombination graphs under standard neutral evolutionary models with recombination, speciation, variable populations, migrations, etc. We then use the seq-gen program to produce sequence samples of length 10 Mbp. Using the phylogenetic trees simulated by ms as input, seq-gen evolves the sequences along the phylogeny.
Results and discussion
Below we illustrate how demographic inference can be done using our new CoalHMM framework by presenting a number of demographic models, from simple to more complex, and show how we can estimate parameters using our heuristic optimisation algorithms. All models are available as inference scripts in the framework.
Isolation model
The simplest model we will consider is the clean isolation model from Mailund et al. (2011) . The model has three parameters: the split time where the ancestral population is split into two independent populations, a coalescence rate that is the same for the ancestral population and the two descedent populations, and a recombination rate. Fig. 7 shows the estimation results for all three optimisers, operating on simulated sequences consisting of 1000 Mbp. The range on the y-axis corresponds to the range of possible values for the GA and PSO optimisers for each parameter. The Nelder-Mead optimiser is not limited to these ranges and the percentage of estimates that falls outside of the range is written below the x-axis. For this simplest model all three optimisers recover the simulated parameters, shown as dashed horizontal lines, reasonably well but with a higher variance for the Nelder-Mead optimiser. The estimates of the recombination rate are downwards biased, an effect we have previously observed and speculate is a consequence of the Markov assumption (see Mailund et al. (2011) 
Isolation with initial migration model
The next model we consider is the IIM model from that we have used as an example in Section 2. This model has five parameters: The time period where the two populations are completely isolated, the time period where migration is ongoing, a shared coalescence rate for all populations, a migration rate for the migration epoch, and a recombination rate. Fig. 8 shows the estimation results for this model for our three optimisers, operating on simulated sequences consisting of 1000 Mbp. With more parameters to estimate, the variance in the estimates goes up as expected. The parameters are still reasonably well estimated for the two heuristic optimisers, especially for the Particle Swarm optimiser, but less so for the Nelder-Mead optimiser. We still see a bias in the estimates of the recombination rate, but now also an slight upwards bias in the estimates of the split time (the time where gene flow finally ends). This was not obvious in our previous results because of the large variance in the optimiser we used there.
Multi-epochs isolation with initial migration models
For a more complex model we consider an extension of the IIM model not previously described. This model allows multiple epochs within the isolation period, the migration period and the ancestral population. Both coalescence rates and migration rates can vary freely between epochs. In our experiments we always have the same number of isolation, migration and ancestral epochs. The parameters are the end of gene flow (split time), the beginning of gene flow (migration time), one coalescence rate for each of the isolation, migration and ancestral epochs, a symmetric migration rate for each migration epoch and the recombination rate.
The first coalescence rate would be impossible to estimate with just a pairwise alignment of one sequence from each population since we observe no coalescence events there and so would have no hidden Markov model states in that epoch . We solve this by constructing a composite likelihood from three different hidden Markov models: one where our pairwise alignment is from two samples from the first population, one where the alignment is from the second alignment and one with one sample from each population. These are all constructed with the same CTMCs and only differ in the initial state, Ã, used for calculating the joint genealogy probability. We run all three models in parallel with the same parameters and add the log-likelihoods together to get a combined likelihood. Fig. 9 shows results for a model with three epochs, operating on simulated sequences consisting of 2000 Mbp. This corresponds to the IIM model except that there are now three coalescence rates instead of one. Again we see a failure for the Nelder-Mead to recover these parameters. The the last coalescence rate is not as well estimated. The particle swarm optimiser performs the best among three optimisers.
Figs. 10 and 11 show results for models with six and nine epochs, respectively, operating on simulated sequences consisting of 2000 Mbp. Results are similar to the three epochs model. We see a failure to recover most of the parameters from the Nelder-Mead and some suboptimal results for the last coalescence rates and migration rates from the Genetic Algorithm. We see a better accuracy from the Particle Swarm. Even for the nine epochs model the Particle Swarm estimates reasonably well. The earlier migration rates are estimated better than last migration rate in both the six epochs model and the nine epochs model. Fig. 12 shows the effect of increasing the data size from 60 Mbp to 2000 Gbp. For some of the parameters we see a reduction in the estimation variance with more data, but less than one would have hoped for a factor of more than three increase in alignment length.
Conclusions and future work
We have described a new framework for constructing coalescence hidden Markov models for demographic inference and showed that using heuristic optimisation algorithms we can accurately estimate parameters in a number of complex models. Using our framework it is relatively easy to construct CoalHMMs for even rather complex demographics, but a limiting factor is the accurate parameter estimation. We have shown that the Nelder-Mead algorithm we have previously used for estimation fails somewhat when the number of parameters increases and that the heuristic optimisers do a better job. Good optimisation algorithms is still a topic for future work.
In this paper we have focused on maximum likelihood estimates of each parameter but not considered estimating error bars for the estimates. These can be computed using bootstrap or jackknife approaches but this comes at a cost in running time. Here, as well, future work is needed.
Being able to work with larger sample sizes than four could potentially improve the accuracy of parameter estimates as shown in the MSMC (Schiffels and Durbin, 2014 ) model compared to the PSMC model (Li and Durbin, 2011) , and some of the approaches we take in our framework generalises to more samples. The construction of CTMCs for more samples is immediately possible as we have shown in previous work , although this approach will only scale to a small number of samples due to the problem of dealing with very large state spaces for the CTMCs. Automatically combining CTMCs for such cases in a similar way to what we have presented here is more complex still and requires more work.
Despite these limitations we believe that our new framework will enable more complex models to be explored using the CoalHMM methodology and that the ideas underlying its design can be used for improved frameworks in the future.
